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Hello, Pilgrims: (memories of m.i.a. brothers, real)  

 

by goura fotadar/aka mara kudos / aka younger smith  

[/* tagline[s]: cited: Maverick says, this is worse than ‘Nam, dedicated to my (younger) m.i.a. brother 

(this one, have more than one) the real dhruv fotadar/durgan kudos/Michael caravallo/ younger jones,  

and not his many harming impersonators; with digital imaging how will she uh See the difference; why 

don’t you ask the “cops” and “authorities” how many false arrests they’ve attempted on blind me using 

his identity illicitly; clearance cited: ROBOCOP, cited: TALON, cited: Vader, cited: Fi**, can we get to 

cited: Eternity using injustice this way from the optimization of actual justice; and now I’m homeless? … . 

I hate W.S.! why don’t you try a real arrest; I think uh cause uh you have to be a real authority to uh do 

so uh, 

And also what’s the point of cited: Eternity; one might be the purpose of scent, smell 

Beginning sequence, R you from cited: (an) Eternity ] 

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 
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date typed on: 11719 

 

tag[s]: technological marshal[sp?] updates, artistic and basic mathematical theory of computer science: 

technology, combat counseling, actual hygiene patrol, perfume notes, sanity and insanity use non-banal: 

a reel actuality, mind channels 

 

Assessing the internet zones based on cue recognition; poses problematics; since; technology as such 

the internet; inventor, accrue, rs of which is, that r … is meant to travel through time …? Poses such 

problems with it then, there and how connected especially on cues the disposition of preference for 

wrong odor and not such as bad odor traditionally tolerable levels of scent b.o. also unabbreviated as 

body odor,  

What is meant to be the mundane normality of signal of phone (one version of meaning internet) seen 

and-or unseen; to have access to the deeper context of internet 

{internet within internet} seems to be seen in symbol at least but even deeper sight: of a fashion that 

many from the past but not necessarily all seem to want to deem away: one way to recognize illicit time 

travelers as opposed to licit time travelers 

In religious theology: are you opposed to the use of the internet; points to the significance of why you 

don’t belong in our time; and our stuff comes with us as much as wee Knead it where you are meant to 

stay. 

The signal phone th-en accesses another signal called regular internet (after some while; a time, and you 

can transpose time) why and how: they are both signals 

Is it like a species thing: like if we are both species and or similar species or the same species; and or 

communicating with one another (translation of species) 

Isn’t that then, access. 

Poetry: access,  

Combat verity observation: You can’t communicate with your “mother” maybe that’s a good thing; 

Psychology outside of robotic pre-theory robotic: Because even if it *seems like it: she can’t access you 

Robotic development it’s that easy: Change or not and develop with that change : 1) you want her to be 

able to access you or 2) you want her not to be able to access you  and-or 3) a change from the past of 

her *access to you 

Song:  Bad odor! Bad odor!  
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Corrected Song: Bad odor isn’t wrong odor! Bad odor isn’t wrong odor! And scent isn’t odor it’s smell.  

Time breakdown seen, the clearing: the internet doesn’t work in one of either two regular use functions; 

which time are we really in: can you see, or are you blind (in this way) 

Insert: (Combat), What are the signs (cues) of seen a different time, another time that everybody can 

See.  

End of phase: access; 

(Rough hypotheticals): To correct rape, unjust [&] rape, general: model the access of the internet to 

other forms of access 

Main Subline: Are one form of internet (symbol such as in fashion, fashioned) and the other form of 

internet (in same way at least of both) like real version of deities; why are these deities inaccessible 

when the cue: is the preference and attempted “enforcement” of such malicious malignant wrong odors 

Main Combat Line: How do we try such malignants.  

 

 

 


